[Normative needs for care of schizophrenics: a useful concept for community psychiatric planning?].
One step in a public health research project focuses on the analysis of the individual (expert-based) normative needs for mental health care of chronic schizophrenic patients (n = 115) in the Dresden Region during the first year post hospital release and the extent to which this can be met by the current established level of complementary care. It is an exemplary contribution to the evaluation of community psychiatry as restructured in the Free State of Saxony following German reunification. The results of the study can be condensed to the following interpreting essential statements. Schizophrenics' normative needs for care are not a statistical issue. The single case analysis corroborates a high rate of relevant fluctuations, above all within the clinical sector (e.g. concerning "dyskinesias and other side effects"), that pose a particular challenge to the flexibility of a system of community psychiatry. This includes that the consequence for the practice of care implies then that when diagnosing course, attention must be paid to shifts in the content of the needs for mental health care (e.g. increasing importance of factors, which contain impairments of basic social competences) in order to orient to them any health care measures already initiated.--With the aid of the used research instrument (Needs for Care Assessment) deficits in meeting the needs for care can be identified. In the Dresden Region considerable deficits persist apparently in the subsections recreational activities and occupational and communication skills, which can be ascribed to the lack of appropriate institutions of care in the area.--The normative needs for care of schizophrenic patients cannot be determined simply on the basis of a few, quickly identifiable markers. Rather it demands individualized analysis incorporating variables pertaining to psychopathology, subjective coping, social competence and the course of the disorder. The development of the needs for care over the period of one year can apparently be predicted by trends in the social sector that are already visible within the first months. With regard to aspects of care planning this finding illustrates the limited ability of cross-section surveys to make definitive statements, as well as the predominance of social disabilities over the entire spectrum of the normative needs for psychiatric care.